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BOB BWRTON
Blurton
said
larger
chain
companies are driving out small
businesses in the community, He
. believes larger impact fees on the
chain companies would discourage
this phenomenon. Smail businesses
need to be encouraged and large
businesses need to be discouraged,
110.· said. On the issue of urban
. 'spolwl,
Blurton said the current
CitY Council Is a "subdivisionapproving machine," and that it is
not acceptable. Blurton also said
"every neighborhood
should have
a park within easy access." Blurton's
vision for the city includes cleaner
air, water, and an overall reduction
of pollutants.

r

stren.gtpS Qf ~.·Ut.·.·.·.inelghborhoods
Clegg fald,.Nl\1glt~orhoods are the
key to keeBQise's
small-town
feel, s?e
said protecting
the v.'lIy..,ltl,l
the city would
attr;lctItl~.j()~"to
the area.
Clegg 1J~~!!:Uffi~:tl~ns
should
haveastronger voice in the city's
annexanon process .
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Council
Boise's
vitality.
on the

.,"

.

DWIGHT JOHNSON
Johnson said active neighborhood
associations ought to be expanded
and increased in tile city. He said the
City Council should meet regularly
with the associations and respond
to their concerns. Johnson believes
that supporting
the interests of
business ensures that the people of
Boise can get good jobs. "I think that
one of the best quaiity of life Issues
is to make sure you have a good
job," Johnson said.

r

MONA DOBARAN MACK
Mack said the .council must
promote
existing
businesses
and
attract
more
companies
that
compliment
them.
She
believes that by working with the
Chamber of Commerce and the
Idaho Department
of Commerce,
compatible
businesses
can be
brought in, Mack said the council
needs to gain control of landusc laws, change
zoning
and
subdivision ordinances in order to
accommodate
urban sprawl. "The
sprawl Issue is one that we have to
address," Mack said. Mack believes
the city needs flexible zoning that
allows for high-density residentiai
and mixed-use areas that allow for
open space,

T

he B.Oise State Political Science
Association
hosted
a city
council forum Thursday night,
showcasing
the
views
and
ideas of 13 Boise city council
candidates.
With elections just around the
comer, candidates
vied for the prize of one
of the four available city council scats.
PSA President
Robert
Green
said
members
of the association
hosted
the
forum to, provide
a unique
way to get
all the candidates
together
and allow
students
and community
members
to
ask questions.
Green said-this event was
the largest the PSA has organized
in its

Shealy
said
mlddle-income
housing
is . needed
downtown
to attract
people to live and
work in the area. He asserts that
middle-income
housing
would
stimulate and preserve businesses
downtown.
Sheaiy said he Is
working on increasing the capacity
for these types of homes as a
council member. Urli~ sprawl is a
problem, he said, tltecouncil needs
toadopt ways to bring in mixed-usc
residential, retail and commerclai
establishments to encourage Boise
to grow in an "orderly fashion." jIe
aiso said air quaiityls a critical Issue
for Boise.

ll'
;)

MARY~~E

history.
"City council elections
often don't get
the attention
they deserve," Green said.
Green
also said local elections
are
important
because they directly affect the
lives of community
members.
Approximately
65
students
and
community
members attended the forum.
The audience was allowed to ask questions
of the candidates
through
moderators.
The
questions
were
directed
toward
candidates
running for the ~ame seat and
each of them had one minute to respond.
All 13 candidates
running for four of the
six city council seats were present except
one. Candidate
for Seat 6, David "Pappy"

COIJNQLSEAT---lI3....L._· __ .:...

Anderson said the Of.}/ Council
shouldcooperatewithcitydepartrnent
heads and take a more active role
in the checks-and-balances
system
with the mayor. He said the council
needs to meet. with neighborhood
groups on a .regular basis. "TIle
revitalization
and preservation
of
our neighborhoods'
is paramount,"
Anderson
.said:
Preservation.
of
neighborhoodsis
important to attract
new businesses and keep the current
companies in Boise"lle said. He also
said the council must Work more
closely with schools and the Board
of Education.to sponsor community
events for children.
'.

Carter said ensuring Boise State is
an open and connected part of the
city is essentlai for strengthening
the relationship between the two.
Making sure students can access
the university's campus via public
transportation
is also important,
he said, Carter said that the City
Council
must
work with . the
Chamber of Commerce to make
sure jobs in Boise pay a livable
wage. "In my opinion the wage
structure in this area and' this state
is
'"
Carter said.

Special to the Arbiter

ALANSHEALV(!)

SKIP ANDERSON

JERRY CARTER

BY KYLEGORHAM

"".

1

JORDAN~ (I)

Jordan said Heating an economic
relationship
bJjtween Boise State
and the city tsneeded in order to
strengthen the partnership between
the two, She said the council could
work with BSU and the Chamber
of Commerce
to .: develop
and
retain the educational .labor .'pool. '
In the city. She also stressed. the
importance
of transportation
to
the unIversity.
Iordan. believes
encouraging companies to suppmt
locai busines
bs in
Boise.
. '.

H_o_n_e~_,_wa_s_u_n_ab_l_e_to_att_e_n_d..;.th_e_fo_ru_rn_.

Corbeil thinks it's crucial for the
City Council to regain legislative
authority
over
the
executive
hranch and take the responsibility
.that comes' with it. He said the
ceuncil
must better
serve the
needs of Boise's neIghborhoods.
through. updating current zoning
ordinances and better enforcement
of the comprehensive plan. Corbeil
: said the council must promote
mlx~use-ne~borhoods
.and.·oot
subdlvisiotis. -NOW1s tJte ,time to
no to' 5ub-dlvislonsandstrip
{nalls.." •
Corbeil said.
'~.

say'

Eberle said the council should
become
more open to public
opinion and discussion, and also
make sure the executive branch
executes policies set by the council.
He said by creating a resource center
for neighborhood
associations,
the council could work to ensure
reinvestment· into them. He said
dtyhatl should change the way they
spend. and work on a bUdget that
could produce money In~future
to~net
Eberle saidby.(:OIilbInltig , :

cJtysoun:es .,.With,$ChOa!. BimliClis..···

beSli\ied;:anOWlfig

motley . could
the enhancement

GENBSUMMA

PAULA FORNBY,(I)

DAVID EBERLE

GLENCOmmIL

_

of •educational
.

0Pp<lrtunltiell in Boise;

Forney said' the council should
continue taking steps to revoke
some powers the mayor previously
had. She said .that Boise .City
strategic and comprehensive' plans
need to be updated to encourage
development
·In neighborhoods.
-Change is a constant factor, and
change Is going on aU the ,time."
Forney.SaId •. Accordingly, Forney'
belieVes. the •col1ncil'ouqumake'
. 'Sure that nelghb()rhllOdsm8!n"u ·ill\,'...·,":
~:; theIr; 'unIque ~tieS
~
;" . continues to ,cl1aIige,

Whlle;w

:~co~t;if;··.·.fonieYheIpedti,l',.··.· ••
,alllilson binween, the dryandth

~~CUStrlci:'

....

...' ....

Summa said orie of his g()3}sis .
to brIDg more people downtoWn.
He said creating a "fun.bus"to
bring people from. the \VeSt Part
of the 'fieasure Valley and from
the Mountain Home Air Force
Base would help get more~ple<
.
downtown. ..S\ltlUllawoUldlike
to:
continue Wo
. . .. "
audltol'."~':I1le

JASON KAUFFMAN
. News Editor
345-8204 ext t02
news@arbitllronline.com
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ASBSUseeks student fee increase
Additional revenue to fund student organizations
fee." Magee said. According to
Magee, fee increases have gone
to administrative expenses and
not to student programming,
Currently each full time student
pays $1,059.25in matriculation
fees per semester,
ASBSU funds close to 170student organizations and that's
where most of their budget
goes. In this year's budget,
$150,610.37 will go straight to
student organizations. That
figure does not include money
set a side for emergencies and
special events.
Currently ASBSUreceives nef
funds from summer classes and
only 80 cents from part-time
students. Full time students pay
$15.75 per semester. Magee said
that by increasing summer and
part time fees ASBSUmay not
have to ask for a fee increase
from full time students.
The last time ASBSU was
granted a fee increase, Bill
Clinton had just become
president. Boise State's student

BY MONICA PWCE
,NewsReporter.•
! The Arbfter.,
This past TUesday.with a vote
of ts to 8•.Boise State's student
government decided to ask for
increased student fees to help
with funding. While no amount
was set in stone, Senator Pam
Magee estimated a $3 to $5 raise
in student fees wouldsuffice,
According to Magee, any kind
of fee increase should go to the·
students.'
.
"Students are tired of cuts,"
Magee said.
During this current budget
crunch BSU has cut back on
classes and faculty.The student
organizations and services
provided by ASBSU are nearand-dear to students, Magee
said.
"We'repaying more for things
right now but, we're getting less
services and most of the money
for our ...fee increase has been
going to the matriculation

hllp:/ /coreer,boisoslole.edu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni (enter across from
the slodium)

.CarOef/ Internship & Port-llmo,Summer,'
& Temporary Employmentlisllng~on: '.
BroncoJob$, .'
",(o~er (ounseling "
,

-.~,.
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, ReSume & Job-Seafch AssiSllmce .....

Weekly Specials
as low as $94

(lOBtJi\ 455-2359

4412 AVilltion Way
Caldwell, 10 83605

Q!JADS ON THE PARK
Personal Bedroom Suites
with Shared Common Area
989 Sherwood"
(208) 336-8787 from $295

STEWART ARMS
Corner of Martha &
Boise Ave. 1&2 Bedrooms
from $435.00
(208) 343-3546

body has grown dramatically
during the past decade.' In
1995. fall semester enrollment
stood at 14,969. This year's fall
enrollment is 18,447
The financial burden on
ASBSU to provide for each
organization has finally corne
to a head; without more funds,
cutbacks are imminent.
"I don't want to see student
services cut," Magee said.
Clubs
have
to
fuUm
community
service
requirements and fundraising
of their own in order to receive
funds from ASBSU. "We have
new clubs and higher demands
for what they.need and we can't
supply it." Magee said.
ASBSUis not just asking for
more funding. They are looking
at where and why funds are
allocated said Magee. Magee
believes it's time to rethink
where funds are going.
According to Senator Robert
Green, ASBSU is dipping into
their contingency fund in order
to maintain the current level of
services students receive. "At
some point ASBSUhas to own
up to the fact, we don't have the
money."
Organizations are the number
one way students get involved
in school, and students who
are involved in school are more
likelyto graduate Green said.
ASBSU has received some
revenue back from student
organizations that don't meet
their
community
service
obligations,
but
student
government leaders don't want
to profit from organizations
dropping the ball.
"We don't want clubs to fail
so we can keep the money,
we don't want to be in that
position," ASBSUPresident Ali
Ishaq said.
Ishaq was at first opposed to
an increase, but reluctantly saw
there was no other choice.
Students won't like to see fees
raised but they will understand
if the money goes directly back
to them lshaq said. Ishaq added
that ASBSUdoesn't operate in
a vacuum. "If we don't ask for
this increase it will rob a lot of
people:' Ishaq said.

LEGAL

Why do ·we need
renter security deposits?

BY'Dn. DECATEUR REED
LegalColumnist
Stephanie rented an apartment last year
and put down a security deposit. When
she moved out at the end of the semester,
her landlord didn't return her deposit
right away. Eventually, she received a
check for less than half her deposit with
no explanation. What are her rights?
Almost everyone has entered into a
contract to rent or lease a residence
such as a townhouse, apartment,
condominium, studio. mobile horne.
or house. Whatever the label. renting
a residence entails a complicated set
of legal rules, mostly based on the
contractual agreement between the
parties. However.Idaho statutory law sets
out what is required of the parties as to a
security deposit.
It is legal for a landlord to require a
security deposit as a condition of renting
and the dollar amount is completely up
to the parties. Any amount given to a
landlord that is not specifically intended
to be rent is deemed a security deposit.
The contract between the parties should
specify the dollar amount of the deposit
and what it may be used for. Since
Idaho law does not address to whom the
accruing benefit goes (i.e.,interest on the
deposit); the contract should indicate
this. Should the contract be ambiguous
as,to the deposit, the court will interpret
the agreement within the meaning of the
statute. If the statute does not address
a certain topic, the ambiguity will be
construed against the party who drafted
the contract (usually the landlord) and
in favor of the other party (usually the
tenant).
A tenant is required to give the agreed
upon notice to vacate the property as
. stated in the contract. If a tenant fails to
give the requisite 30 days notice and the
contract allowsthe deposit to be used for
a breach of the contract or rent, then the
landlord may charge the deposit for the
damages incurrE;d.If the contract is silent

as to how much notice to vacate must be
given. then the law will constructively
establish a reasonable notice period to
be the time between rental payments. So,
if a tenant pays rent every 30 days, notice
will be required 30 days before a tenant
vacates the property.
Let's assume that Stephanie gave
proper notice to vacate the property.
the contract is terminated. and she has
surrendered the property. The landlord
is required to return all of Stephanie's
deposit. less the amount necessary to
cover the contingencies specified in
the contract. These "contingencies" are
usually damages to the premises due
to the tenant's (or tenant's household
members, Invitees, or guests) negligence.
carelessness, accident. misuse. or abuse.
The landlord is not allowed to retain any
part of the deposit due to the normal
wear and tear of the premises, If the
contract does not state a time period
that the deposit must be returned. the
law requires that it must be returned to
the tenant within 21 days after the tenant
surrenders the property. The parties can
agree to a different time period in the
contract. but not longer than 30 days.
Should the landlord levy any charge
against the deposit, the refunded amount
must be accompanied by a signed
statement from the landlord that itemizes
the purpose and amounts of the charges,
There are a few other items that
Stephanie should know. If the property is
sold during the rental period, the tenant
must look to the new owner for refund of
the deposit. If the tenant fails to return
the keys to the property. then the tenant
has not surrendered the property and can
be held liable for rent during that period,
even if the contract has terminated.
Finally,if the landlord fails to comply with
the law and the contract. the tenant can
filesuit. If the court finds that the landlord
intentionally or maliciously violated the
law, the tenant may be awarded 3 times
the proven damages (treble damages). In
addition, attorney's fees may be awarded
to the prevailing party.

Submit your legal questions to
dreed@boisestate.edu
This article is intended as a general
review of various legal issues. It should
not be relied upon as a substitute
for comprehensive legal advice. The
information contained in this article is
strictly the opinion of the author and not
necessarily the formal position of Boise
State Universityor TheArbiter '

POTTER
Off Juanita between
Boise Ave. & University Ave.
1&2 Bedrooms from $395
(208) 861-0185

RIVER TERRACE
At the corner of 14th & River
1&2 Bedrooms from $395
feline friendly
(208) 338-4345

JET
Japan Exchange

and Teach ing Program
Applicants Must:

Live in Japan for a year or more and

Have U.S. Citizenship

participate in the Japan Exchange and

Or hold citizenship
of one of the other
40 participating
countries. You
must also apply in
your home country

Teaching (JET) Program! Every year the
Japanese Government invites people
from around the world to participate in this
unique program, to serve as Assistant
.Language Teachers or Coordinators for
International Relations. Currently, there

Hold a Bachelor's
Degree by July 2004

are over 6,200 participants in the Program
from 40 different countries. Benefits

No Japanese language
ability required for the
. Assistant Language
Teacher position.

include round trip airfare, salary, paid,
vacation, subsidized housing,
and a professional
work environment.

The Con,sulate-Generalof

Applications Requested for
Student Organization of the Month

"

,.

All organizations eligible
Awards given for Sept., Oct.,
Nov., Jan., Feb., and Mar.
.
Organizations will also be recognized at the ..'".",:\
.Student Organization Recognition Dinner with a certificate'.

.. ' J
,.'

".

DATE: 10/22103 TIME:

3:004:00

Japan
in Portland, Oregon
will be at Boise State
University for an
informational orientation
on the Japan Exchange
and Teaching (JET)
Program on
the following
date listed:

STUDENT UNION BLDG .
.<,,-

For an application or morelnfonnation call1-800-lnfo-jet or the ConSUlate-General.
8fJapan In.PottJand at (503)22H(J1~or vI~itourwebsite at WWWt~mbj8pan.org
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Student Health, Wellness and Counseling Center
pushes for expanded facilities
million project could raise
student fees as much as $100 per year

$16-$17

Many students at the forum
Recreation Center in order to
expressed frustration
at the
create a "Health Park."
long waits they'd had to endure
Should
the
facility gain
approval, it would be built . in the past.
"Even if we had the money
and paid for with student fees,
to hire new staff, we'd have
and its completion could be
nowhere
to
put
them,"
expected in three years.
Schlapper
said. All of the
The proposal, though, is only
examination rooms are filled,
in its initial stages. Both the
he said.
ASBSU Senate and the Health
A student at the forum asked
Center are looking for student
if it would be possible to set up
feedback.
satellite operations.
"I may be a dreamer, but I see
Schlapper
responded
that
in the future where it could be a
some
possibilities
include
really good health center," said
renting a temporary trailer or
Jim Sherman, senator-at-large.
putting some facilities in the
"Right now, the counseling
SUB, but currently, no concrete
center does internships with
plans have been made.
students, and if our health
The building that currently
center grows, and we want to
support that, then we could get houses the health center was a
hamburger stand in the 1950's.
more internships."
Students
can
expect
to The center was only intended to
wait around two weeks for care for a campus population of
3,500 in the '60s, when BSU was
an appointment to see a care
provider at the center. As a stiIl a junior college. Since then,
there have been no changes in
walk-in, the wait can stretch
funding or facilities.
into several hours.

BYAMYOLSEN
News Reporter
The Arbiter
ASBSU's McHealth Forum last
Thursday opened up with an
opportunity for students to talk
to Student Health, Wellness and
Counseling
Services director
Ferdinand
Schlapper
about
their health care.
The Oct. 13 meeting was'
also an opening for Schlapper
to 'push for a new proposed
health facility estimated
to
cost around $16-$17 million.
In order to pay for it, Schlapper
said, a fee increase of $40$50 per semester per student
would be needed. This year the
ASBSU Senate created a special
committee to look into the
proposed fee increases.
The
new
facility
would
boast dental. and eye care,
as well as chiropractics and
athletic
injuries
treatment.
The proposed location is right
behind the current Student

SHORI'S
Mayoral Debate coming
to Special Events Center
Tuesday,Oct. 21
Boise's four candidates for
mayor wiIl answer questions
from community members and
a panel of journalists tomorrow
in a debate to be televised live
by K1VB. The debate will start
at 7 p.m. but doors will close
at 6:50 so arrive early. The
. debate is cosponsored by The
Arbiter, The Idaho Statesman
andK1VB.

Boise State's current student
population is nearly 18,500.
"We're physically bursting at
the seams," Schlapper said.
Some
have
argued. that
because of the new requirement
that says all full-time students
must be enrolled in the Student

30 p.m, Monday, Oct. 27, on
The display is in conjunction
"Cusco Pilgrimages to QoIlur
with the 15th annual STDI
Riti and El Senor de Huanca."
AIDS Conference, "Integrating
Seibold is an associate professor
Efforts: Prevention, Care and
Education," held Oct. 23-24 in of anthropology at Albertson
CoIlege of Idaho. She wiIl speak
In conjunction with the AIDS the Hatch Ballroom.
in the Student Union Hatch D
The conference is presented
Memorial Quilt display at Boise
State University Oct. 19-24, by. the Idaho Department of Ballroom.
Seibold's free lecture wiIl
Education and Idaho Health
information will be available
address
the annual
round
about fundraising
for AJ.lies and Welfare STD 1AIDS program.
of. pilgrimages made by the
Linked for the Prevention of To register, visit http://www.bindigenous and urban peoples
there.com/breg/hwconference.
HIV/AIDS (a.l.p.h.a.). The four
of the Cusco region of the
Continuing
education
credit
quilt panels wiIl be on display
Peruvian Andes.
will be offered by Boise State.
from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. in the
The Cusco region has long
Student Union Hatch Ballroom.
been
viewed as sacred to
Copes of the video "I'm Just
Speaker addresses
indigenous
populations,
and
Me, Just Like You," will be
sacred Peruvian
people
have been
making
available for purchase online at
pilgrimages at Boise
pilgrimages to the region since
www.imjustmejustIikeyou.com
before the Spanish explorers
State
Oct. 27
. The video is a poignant story
arrived in tile area.
about a small-town Idaho boy
Katharine Seibold will speak
The event is part of the
and his family's reaction to his
at Boise State University at 2: Anthropology
Lecture Series
HIV infection.

Sale of video during quilt
display to help AIDS
prevention efforts

CAMPUS

DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION BY DAVID HABBEN/THE

Health Insurance Program, the
need for a new health facility has
been artificially manufactured.
Schlapper assured students
at the forum that the facility
has been at capacity for much
longer.
Other issues brought up at

ARBITER

the forum included concerns
about
part-time
students
being unable to participate in
SHIP. The center isn't offering
coverage to part-time students
because of a net loss of $200,000
last year.'

include the serial number on
the report and the likelihood
of it being successfully pawned
is drastically reduced, while tile
likelihood of you getting your
bike back is greatIy increased.
On-campus bike
According to tile Ada County
registration coming to a Sheriffs
office about two bikes
location near you
get stolen every week on
campus. An Ada County Deputy
According to the Ada County
will be at the BSU dorms from
Sheriff's office a dorm resident
Oct. 22-24 to help student's
recently got her stolen' bike
register bikes.
back because she knew tile
The Ada County Sheriffs
serial number when it was
office. recommends that all bike
taken. When the bike showed
owners make their way to one of
up at a pawnshop, it was traced
the following registration times.
back to her.
Bike registration location
When a bike is registered,
and times:
a copy of the registration and
Chaffee Hall-Oct. 22, 5-7 p.m.
serial number on it goes to
Towers - Oct. 23, 5-7 p.m,
law enforcement. In the event
Morrison/Driscoll that a bike is stolen, they can
Oct. 24, 5-7 p.m.

and is presented
by the
Anthropology Department. For
more information,
call 4263023.

Monday Night
All you can eat SPAGHETTI

$5·75

Tuesday ight
All you can eat LASAGNA

$6.25
INCLUDES SOUP OR SALAD, AND GARLIC BREAD.
Available for dine in or take out.
Not available with any other offers.
Validated Parking is available.

DA~CE
TREASURE

@FFa dance-a-thonfundraiser for

VALLEY PUBLIC

ACCESS

TV CABLE CHANNEL

11

Wild dancing, costumes, raffles, haunted house and family fun:
Oct 31 Halloween Eve at the Hatch Ballroom in BStJ's Studenf Union.
A~sion:
$5 advance, $10 Qt the door, $15 couples,S20 family,.OR raise $30 in
sponsorships
(see tvpatv.org!(ianceoff
for details) and get free admission and a T-shirt.
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To understand how our society today works and
to find some reasonable answers on unreasonable
political and social situations and happenings in
today's world, we should look at small-scale aspects
in our lives and minds. One of these would be the
way we view everything around us as disposable and
for granted.
We are generations of disposing. We like the way
the word "disposal" sounds. It is associated with
comfort, easier and better living. For example, we
like the comfort of disposal goods. We go shopping
for plastic bags, bottles of beer, wine, soda, cleaning
tissues, milk etc. and. we don't think about the
possibility of bringing empty bottles or cartons back
to the store for example, because it's hard to think
about it and it's kind of old-fashioned, as well as the
fact that stores wouldn't want to bother with it. We

think if we throw them in the trash cans, it might get
recycled and at the same time, we don't feel guilty
because we don't have them on our minds anymore
after we throw them away. Most of it does not get
recycled and most of it ends up used only once-destroying the environment.
When somebody comes up with facts and
questions about the subject matters, we say that
we have plenty of unused space and then, trusting
our technology in finding solution for our problems,
we believe that one day we will dispose everything
on Mars and other planets, just like we trust the
technology to find the new energy solutions after we
run out of oil. This tells a lot about people and this
society. Just like we like disposable products we like
everything else that is disposable- even ourselves.
So are we the disposable society. We dispose
every good attempt to question our ways of living
and thinking. We dispose human lives as if they are
replicable, as if not every human being ever had
.anything unique or valuable in their souls. Instead,

they become numbers in newspapers disposed for
good causes. For example, we have disposable troops
around the world, which can be always replaced to
serve the politics of our government.
The same politics are the ideas which are presented
as non-disposable, like it's impossible to step down
from the bad politics. It has to be carried out as if
there is no other solution. The idea of disposable
politics is not acceptable for the people who made
our society, our lives and values disposable.
Then, if we want to change anything, can we start
with changing our idea of disposable goods and
disposable lives? Can we start reusing empty bottles
and stop making piles of garbage? Can we change
our view of environment as something disposable?
Is this the place to start, in order to avoid today's
politics and the way our society works? It may help
in building a better bigger picture of the world. To
be sure we can start somewhere, maybe we should
begin with changing our perception of the word
"disposal"
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The Pentagon unleashes a holy warrior
BYWILUAM M.ARKIN
Special to the Los Angeles Times
In June of 2002, Jerry Boykin stepped to the pulpit
at the First Baptist Church of Broken Arrow, Okla.,
and described a set of photographs he had taken
of Mogadishu, Somalia, from an Army helicopter
in 1993.
The photographs were taken shortly after the
disastrous "Blackhawk Down" mission had resulted
in the death of 18 Americans. When Boykin came
home and had them developed, he said, he noticed
a strange dark mark over the city. He had an imagery
interpreter trained by the military look at the mark.
"This is not a blemish on your photograph," the
interpreter told him, "This is real,"
"Ladies and gentleman, this is your enemy," Boykin
said to the congregation as he flashed his pictures on
a screen. "It is the principalities of darkness .... It is
a demonic presence in that city that God revealed to
me as the enemy,"
That's an unusual message for a high-ranking
U.S. military official to deliver. But Boykin does it
frequently.
This June, for instance, at the pulpit of the Good
Shepherd Community Church in Sandy, Ore., he
displayed slides of Osama bin Laden, Saddam
Hussein and North Korea's Kim Iung II. "Why do
they hate us?" Boykin asked. "The answer to that is
because we're a Christian nation .... We are hated
because we are a nation of believers,"
Our "spiritual enemy," Boykin continued, "will
only be defeated if we come against them in the
name of Jesus,"
Who is Jerry Boykin? He is Army Lt. General William
G. "Jerry" Boykin. The day before Boykin appeared
at the pulpit in Oregon, the Pentagon announced
that Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld had
nominated the general for a third star and named
him to a new position as deputy undersecretary of
Defense for intelligence.
In this newly created position, Boykin is not just
another Pentagon apparatchik
or bureaucratic
warrior. He has been charged with reinvigorating
Rumsfeld's "High Value Target Plan" to track down
bin Laden, Saddam, Mullah Omar and other leaders
in the terrorism world.
But Gen. Boykin's appointment to a high position
in the administration is a frightening blunder at a
time when there is widespread acknowledgment
that the position of the United States in the Islamic
world has never been worse.
A monthlong journalistic investigation of Boykin
reveals a sn-year veteran whose classified resume
reads like a history of \ special operations and
counter-terrorism.
From the failed Iranian hostage

rescue attempt in 1980 to invasions in Grenada and
knew that my God was bigger than his. I knew that
Panama, to the hunt for drug lord Pablo Escobar
my God was a real God and his was an idol." Atto
in Colombia, to Somalia and various locales in the
later was captured.
Middle East, Boykin has been there. He also was
Other countries, Boykin said last year, "have lost
an adviser to Attorney General Janet Reno during
their morals, lost their values. But America is still a
Waco.
Christian nation,"
He has risen in the ranks, starting out as one of the
The general has said he has no doubt that our side
first Delta Force commandos and going on to head
is the side of the true God. He says he attends prayer
the top-secret Joint Special Operations Command.
services five times a week.
He has served in the Central Intelligence Agency
: In Iraq, he told the Oregon congregation, special
and, most recently, he 'commanded Army Special
operations forces were victorious precisely because
Forces before being brought into the Rumsfeld
of their faith in God. "Ladies and gentlemen ... I
leadership team.
want to impress upon you that the battle that we're in
But Boykin is also an intolerant extremist who has
is a spiritual battle," he said. "Satan wants to destroy
spoken openly about how his belief in Christianity
this nation, he wants to destroy us as a nation, and
has trumped Muslims and other non-Christians in he wants to destroy us as a Christian army,"
battle.
Since 9/11, the war against terrorism has become
He has· described himself as a warrior in the
almost exclusively a special operations war, melding
kingdom of God and invited others to join with him
military and CIA paramilitary and covert activities
in fighting for the United States through repentance,
with finer and finer grained integrated intelligence
prayer and the exercise offaith in God.
information.
Hence, the creation of Boykin's
He has praised the leadership of President Bush,
new job as deputy undersecretary of Defense for
whom he extolled as "a man who prays in the Oval ' intelligence.
Office," "George Bush was not elected by a majority
The task facing Boykln, Rumsfeld insiders say, is to
of the voters in the United States," Boykin told an
break down the wall between different intelligence
Oregon congregation. "He was appointed by God,"
collectors and agencies and quickly get the best
All Americans, including those in uniform, are
information and analysis for American forces in the
entitled to their views. But when Boykin publicly
field.
spews this intolerant message while wearing the
But even as he begins his new duties, Boykin is still
uniform of the U.S. Army, he strongly suggests that
publicly preaching.
this is an official and sanctioned view -- and that the
As late as Sept. 27, he was in Vero Beach, Fla.,
U.S. Army is indeed a Christian army.
speaking on behalf of Visitation House Ministries.
But that's only part of the problem. Boykin is also
In describing the war against terrorism, President
in a senior Pentagon policymaking position, and it's Bush frequently says it "is not a war against Islam,"
a serious mistake to allow a man who believes in a In his National Security Strategy, Bush declared that
Christian "jihad" to hold such a job.
"the war on terrorism is not a clash of civilizations."
For one thing, Boykin has made it clear that he Yet many in the Islamic world see the United States
takes his orders not from his Army superiors but
as waging a cultural and religious war against them.
from God -- which is a worrisome line of command.
In fact, the White House's own Advisory Group on
For another, it is both imprudent and dangerous to Public Diplomacy for the Arab and Muslim World
have a senior officer guiding the war on terrorism in
reported this month that since 9/11, "hostility
Iraq and Afghanistan who believes that Islam is an . toward America has reached shocking levels."
idolatrous, sacrilegious religion against which we
"Arabs and Muslims respond in anger to what
are waging a holy war.
.
they perceive as U.S. denigration of their societies
And judging by his words, that is what he believes.
and cultures," the report stated.
In a speech at a church in Daytona, Fla., in January,
The task for the United States, the report said,
Boykin told the following story:
is to wage "a major struggle to expand the zone of
"There was a man in Mogadishu named Osman
tolerance and marginalize extremists,"
Atto," whom Boykin described as a top lieutenant of
Appointing Jerry Boykin, with his visions of holy
Mohammed Farah Aidid.
war in the Islamic world, to a top position in the
When Boykin's Delta Force commandos went after
United States military is no way to marginalize
Atto, they missed him by seconds, he said. "He went
extremism.
on CNN and he laughed at us, and he said, 'They'll
Arkin is a military affairs analyst.
never get me because Allah will protect me. Allah
will protect me,'
.
•Well, you know what?" Boykin continued. "I
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CRYSTALTHOMAS
- A&EWriter
The Arbiter
Imagine a place where
you are among friends no
matter who you are. A place
where you can unwind or
wind-up; be heard or just
listen. Now add strong
yet cheap drinks to the
equation. Sounds like a
civilization lost in time
with the likes of "Cheers,"
doesn't it1Well, this concept
isn't exactly that far away. In
fact there's a place in Boise
that's captured it for ten
years now.
The Neurolux, located
in
downtown
Boise,
is celebrating
its
10m
anniversary
this
week.
It has developed quite a
patronage,
consisting
of
long-time
regulars
and
newbies alike. With such
an eclectic and laid-back
atmosphere, it is no surprise
the bar has already lived to
see through a decade. There
is only one expectation a
person should have of the
Neurolux: an unpredictably
good time.
Whether
provided
by
local musicians, artists on
circuit, the jukebox or live
discjockeys, there is always
noteworthy music. Other
entertainment
is easy to
come by in the form of
ping-pong, pool, dancing,
people writing poetry as
they drink or just good
conversation.
I wanted
to get some perspective
into the bar's history and
how it, pulls off, such an
all-inclusive climate, so I
went down to hangout and
observe (poor me, forced
to go to a bar for research
purposes). I 'chatted up a
few regulars as well as one
of the bartenders, Danny
Stewart. I also had the
pleasure to interview Allen

Ireland, the club's founder
and promoter. Iam pleased
to report what I learned-pre-consumption,
of
course.
Stewart, whose friendly
persona is no doubt one of
the bar's secrets for success,
will have been with the
Neurolux ten years in
February. He describes it as
"a neighborhood bar that's
not in a neighborhood."
Stewart knew Ireland from
working at Moxie Java
"back in the day when
there was only one," and
Ireland was a frequent
customer. Also, Ireland had
owned a club called Crazy
Horse where Stewart and
many of the Neurolux's
regularsflrst
met him.
Ireland
approached
Stewart .one
day and
asked if he'd be interested
in filling in for one of the
Neurolux's bartenders one
night; Stewart has been
there ever since.
When I - asked Stewart
if anything has changed
since -he started almost
ten years ago, he said the
bar has come to be a spot
where you see all kinds of
people.
"This place is seen as an
alternative bar, but no one
knows what that means.
We still get asked all the
time if we're a gay bar. We
just laugh and tell them
'it's whatever you want it to
be,' Recently, right before
China Blue opened up,
we started seeing more of
that crowd. We've got gold
chains coming in and we
like that,"
However, Stewart affirms
that the club wouldn't be
open today if it weren't for
its regulars. Ireland formed
quite the following with
the Crazy Horse and most
of them say they've known

Neuroluxreaches
their first decade
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Allen Ireland (above) owner of the Neurolux, Boise's
oquivalent to "Cheers" celebrates tho bar's 10th
anniversary this week.

him for well over a
decade.
One
customer
divulged
some
of
her most memorable
times at the Neurolux
although she had a
hard time narrowing
it down. She said that
it serves as a home
away from home for
many people, but
new customers are
always
welcomed
and never treated
differently.
Most employees at
the Neurolux have
been there since its
beginnings and they
all practice a grass
roots-like
approach
to
the
business.
Ireland
has
been
in the promoting
industry for 16 years
and still does the bar's
promoting
on his
own. He offered inc
some insight into his
job and the history of
the Neurolux.
How did you get
started
with
the
Neurolux?
"Ten years
ago
downtown
Boise
was mostly empty
storefronts. I had a
clothing store next
door. A realtor called
me and talked me
into
turning
this
building into a club.
It had eight offices
in it and had been
vacant for years. 1
had no plans to open
something like this.
The realtor bribed
me with a promise
to cover many of the
remodeling expenses.
Of course, my share
was ten times more
than I expected. I had
no idea what all this

stuff costs."
What's a typical workday
like for you?
"All of the
booking
business is done through
e-mail. That is a great
improvement over the old
phone method; now I can
be away most of the time."
Who are some of your
favorite musicians you've
worked with?
"There
have
been
hundreds of them, maybe
thousands."
Do
you
think
the
Neurolux has evolved in
any way since its opening
ten years ago?
"Yes, when
we first
opened 1 thought everyone
wanted to hear bands seven
nights a week. It took a
few years for me to notice
that people like to come
down just to talk. They
don't always need to be
entertained."
What kind of atmosphere
do you and others at the
Neurolux try to accomplish
when booking events and
musicians?
"I like to have a wide
variety of, musical styles
here. That's what gives us
our diverse crowd that we
are known for."
What do you have in store
for the bar's weeklong 10th
anniversary celebration as
far as events go?
"We are bringing back
some of the old favorite
events for the week; like
bingo and karaoke."
Will you have any drink
specials?
"We'll
make
up
a
drink and call it a #10 or
something."
Head
down
to
the
Neurolux this week and
join in on the celebration.
Don't expect anything less
than a good time and great
people.
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l and everything a er Counting Crows surprise Boise
BY JAKE HANSEN
A&EWriter
The Arbiter
I'm not sure who to thank first,
AOL or Gov. Dirk Kempthorne,
for bringing Counting Crows to
Boise.
Internet giant AOL ran an ad
in a New York paper that stated;
"You don't think we'd launch
something like this in Boise,
did you?" The line was meant
to be a comical phrase. But
Kempthorne
took the attack
seriously. He wrote the world's
largest Internet
provider
a
letter, defending Boise and the
State of Idaho. I'm imagining it
was along the lines of. "Screw
Texas. Don't mess with Idaho.
Actually, Kempthorne told the
corporation that Boise is not a
red neck town and would be a
very suiting location to launch
a new product.
Regardless
of
what
Kempthorne
wrote to AOL,
it worked. The corporation
formally apologized, donated
$25,000 to Boise school districts
and paid the Counting Crows
to playa "surprise show" at the
Big Easy Oct. 8. So thank you,
AOL, for sticking your foot in
your mouth. and thank you
Kempthorne for sticking up for
us.
As far as I know, the surprise
show was quite the surprise ..
The Big Easy and AOL didn't
announce the show until the
day before. And tickets were not
for sale. I counted on my job
title to get my tickets. I figured
the Big Easy would just hook me
up with a couple of those bad
boys. So when my editor told
me he couldn't get me tickets,
I naturally went into a state of,
panic. I wasn't even sure how to
win tickets. My first assumption
was to head over The Record
Exchange, as they are usually
have their hand in the cookie
jar. The tadio station The River.
Iiicldly, Was havingi raffie when
I got there. I entered and did not

arm, awaiting what was going
to be one ofthe best shows this
year.
The Crows took the stage
right around 8:30 p.m., one
of the most punctual shows
I've been to, which made me
happy. The band opened with
a chilling melody of "Rain King"
and "Raining in Baltimore,"
two amazing songs off of the
band's debut album, August
and Everything After. The band
is known for combining two or
three of their songs into one.
But this, is the first time I've
heard of this particular combo,
which made me feel special.
Lead singer
Adam
Duritz
immediately
stole the show.
He has a commanding stage
presence and his vocal style
seems very conversational, like
he is conversing with the fans,
not just singing. It makes for an
interactive show, which is much
more fun than just standing.
I think the way Jim Morrison
went into history as a great
poet, Duritz will become the
rocker from our generation to
be remembered as a lyricist. Any
of Duritz's lyrics could be pulled
from his songs and be put into a
great American novel.
The band rolled through
a solid set. They played the

win. But they announced that
the first 100 people to order a
meal at the Bourbon Street
Saloon would receive a ticket
to the show. So I raced home,
packed
up my homework
and hung out' in front of the
restaurant for three hours on
a ridiculously hot October day
to ensure I'd get my ticket.
Fortunately, I was one of the
first there, and did in fact get my
ticket to the show.
Once at the Big Easy, it quickly
became apparent that AOL gave
out way too many tickets to
this show. I've been to multiple
big shows at the Big Easy, and
they were uncomfortably full,
but this show was just silly.
The concert house removed
all the chairs and tables, and
packed as many people in there
as possible. The floor left you
standing shoulder to shoulder
with so angers. The dining area,
where the tables used to be, left
fans shoulder to shoulder with
strangers. The walk ramps on
the side left fans shoulder to
shoulder with strangers. -It was
perverse. I'm certain that if the
band had used pyrotechnics
and caught the Big Easy' afire,
no one would have been able
to escape. So I stood, cramped,
hot, strangers' sweat on my

great songs from their great
records. They played a cover
of the Grateful Dead's song
"Friend of the Devil," The band
'even played their most fameus
song "Mr. Jones," which was
surprising
because
most
bands seem to veer from their
greatest hits. When the band
played the song "Anna Begins,"
Duritz fumbled the lyrics and
told the bands to stop. He then
joked with the fans that they
plan all the errors in their sets,
so that the audience sees how
normal the guys are. He then
said that we were all lovin' him
for being so normal. Between
songs the Duritz joked with
the fans, made fun of AOL, and
simply babbled about nothing,
which was great. It added to
the intimacy of the show.
The night peaked with a
breathtaking
version of the
bands second single, "Round
Here." Duritz sang the song
with a commanding passion
that left the crowds stunned
with his 'sincerity. Midway
through the song, Duritz went
to the piano and the band
added a' four-minute interlude
that isn't normally in the song.
It was breathtaking, to say the
least.
After a full day of scurrying

Finally a way to ...
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around on a mad hunt for
tickets, the night was, as I
expected, a complete success.
To some it was just a free
concert and to others it was
much more, but regardless of

positions, I must say thank you
AOL for being snide and thank
you Kempthorne
for being
dedicated.
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Dinwiddie leads Bronc~spast SMU,45-3 Dreams
on a 2a-yard touchdown pass to
Jerry Smith, leaving the Broncos
sitting pretty with a 31-0 lead
heading into the locker room.
Dinwiddie
broke
Jim
McMahon's WAC record for
most passing yards in a half
with his 395 first-half yards.
When play resumed in the
second half, the Mustangs fell
victim to the familiar faces of
Gilligan and Bady once more.
Dinwiddie hit Gilligan with.
an eight-yard bullet, and then
connected with Bady on a 40yard touchdown pass. SMU did
manage one field goal among
the many Bronco scores, but
the Broncos took a comfortable
45-3 lead into the final quarter
of play.
Dinwiddie was pulled, giving
his arm a chance to rest and
backup
quarterbacks
Jared
Zabransky and Mike' Sanford
some
valuable
minutes.
Neither put up a score, but they
both looked solid. Zabransky
completed 3-of-5 passes, while
Sanford finished 2-of-4 for 22
yards.
Offensively, three Broncos
finished with over 100-yard
receiving mark. Bady had four
catches for 173 yards and one
touchdown,
Smith had six
catches for 151 yards and one
touchdown,
while T.J. Acree.
finished the game with eight
receptions for 101 yards.
Defensively, the Broncos were
close to perfect. The defensive
team held the Mustangs to just
OO-yards rushing on 37 carries.
Boise State finished with five
sacks and one interception.
Junior Andy Avalos racked up
a solid team-leading
seven
tackles, including
four solo
grabs.
Boise State looks to improve
its WAC record to a perfect
4-0 when the team returns to
Bronco Stadium on Saturday in
as conference game versus San
Jose State.

BY ANDREA TRUJILLO
Sports Editor
The Arbiter

The Boise State football team
traveled to Dallas this weekend,
improved its season record to
6·1 and left the SMU Mustangs
winless. Bronco quarterback
Ryan Dinwiddie was 27-of-36,
passed for 509 yard!" and four
touchdowns in Boise State's 453 victory.
From the time the Broncos
stepped
to the field, they
dominated
the
Mustang
defense, marching easily up the
field for score after score.
In fact, Dinwiddie passed
for 200 yards before SMU
quarterback
Richard
Bartel
even completed his first pass for
the Mustangs.
The Broncos opened
the
scoring with a 22-yard field
goal by ever-reliable Tyler Jones
just under the eight-minute
mark in the first quarter. Then
the offense wasted no time,
bouncing back with two more
scores in the first quarter. First
the team moved quickly down
the field, driving 60 yards on
six plays. Dinwiddie connected
with senior
wide receiver
Tim Gilligan on an ll-yard
touchdown pass, Gilligan's first
TD of the season.
After
a
fruitless
SMU
possession, the Broncos took
over on the one-yard line. Boise
State answered with a 99-yard
scoring drive on just three plays,
highlighted by a school-record
90-yard pass from Dinwiddie to
Lawrence Bady, The score put
the Broncos up 17·0 late in the
first quarter.
The Bronco rushers struggled
in this game, but the aerial
attack was enough to counter
the less than stellar rushing
game. Despite
the ground
struggle, Donny Heck did give
the Broncos a 24-0 lead on a
17-yard touchdown run in the
second
quarter.
Dinwiddie
completed the first half's scoring

Diary of BSU's Aaron Haynes

FILE PHOlU BY srANLEY BREWSlER/TH.E ARBITER

Wide receiver Lawrence Bady had four cotches for 173 yards and one touchdown.
yard. school record-br6oking
pass from Dinwiddie to Bady in the second quorter.

which was a 98·

Ryan Dinwiddie
Senior quarlerbacl(

Lawrence Bady
Junior wide receiver

TIm.Gllllgan
Senior wide receiver

Andy Avalos
Junior IInehacker

Dinwiddie broke Jim
McMahon's WAC record
for passing in the first half
with his 395 yards. Threw
for 509 yards in the game,
hats off. Bronco fans can
look forward to watching
Dimwiddie play on
Sundays in years to come.

Bady had four catches for
173 yards.
His solo TO of the game
came on a 90-yarder that
took the Broncos from their
own one-yard line to the
Mustang's one-yard line. It
was the longest reception in
school history.

Gilligan scored two
touchdowns in the game,
and to keep it real- he's been
getting the job done all
season. Who doesn't love a
guy who went from walk-on
to a co-captain and a starter?
Plus, the guy is doesn't take
a knee on punt returns. Hard
to say if he's fearless or just
crazy. Either way, Hawkins
must be glad to have him

Led the once-again
amazing Bronco defense
with seven tackles, four of
those solo.
The defense held the
SMU offensive squad to
just 00 yards rushing on 37
carries.

Saturday the Bronco men's,
basketball team stepped onto.
the brand new Pavilion floor'
for the first time in 2003.
It was officially tile first day.
of practice.
2002 was a tough year for the
team, and we look to step to
the court this year fresh. -Out'
with the old and in with the
new.
After so anxiously waiting
all this time, after off-season'
individual workouts, weight.
lifting, and all the work that:
comes with being a part of
an NCAA Division I team, the,
season is finally here.
:
We finally made it to our first'
day of practice.
:
Practice went pretty fast,:
probably because this is what:
we've been' anticipating ever:
since last season ended with I
our team sitting pretty low in'
the final conference standlngs.;
We're ready to work, ready:
to change things up. Truth be:
told, I think we learned more:
today rather than compared ~
to the .first day of practice:
last year.
Not because we'
weren't givin' it out all in '02,.
but because the team we're:
puttin' on the court this year:
compared to last is just better
- plain and simple.
We ran a lot of plays today, so
people can get used to running:
the
offensive
with
some'
defense on them.
•
We scrimmaged a lot, giving;
us tile chance to see 'what we're'
working with, what we have as;
one unit- as a team.
We'll definitely miss some of
the fellas from last year, wc've
been through a lot with them.
But, like I said- out with the
old and in with the ncw.
We'vc got-some work ahead
of us, but the team welcomes
the challenges that lie ahead,
Our first game exhibition
game is on Nov. 5, and our first
regular season game at the
Pavilion will be on Nov. 24.
I know Bronco fans have
some doubts about the team,
but we're ready to put them to
rest in 2003.

ESPNIUSA TODAY
COACHES POLL
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AFTER WEEK 10

Boise State places fourth. in Lacrosse tourney

NCAA Division 1-A
1.

BYJESSEDAY
Sports Reporter
The Arbiter

3.
4.
5.
6.

The 'Bronco lacrosse team placed fourth this weekend
in the Gem State Lacrosse Invitational in Boise. The
tournament brought teams from Utah and the Northwest
to Boise for a regional showdown.
This is the fifth year Boise State has hosted the
tournament, and according to the Boise State Lacrosse
club it was the biggest so far.
Lacrosse club president and defenseman Jacob Wilson
said they haven't seen fan turn out like this before.
"We had a couple of hundred people on the sidelines. It
was great. There hasn't been this kind of turn out ever for
the tournament," Wilson said.
One of the reasons for the turnout may be an increased
interest due to area schools starting lacrosse programs. In
fact, the 2003 Bronco roster has increased because of high
school athletes continuing on at Boise State.
The Broncos look at this tournament as a success on two
levels. One, the team played well. Two, the team's overall
youth gained experience wit!J.high-level competition.
Wilson said the team was pleased with the weekend's
results.
"We definitely learned a lot this weekend, we got some
really important playing time for the new guys and played
well," Wilson said.
.
The Broncos began the weekend with a two-point tie
against the University of Montana. Defense captured the
attention of fans in this match, showcasing the team's skills.
Heading up the defensive effort was goalle Mac Christian.
who held of the relentless Montana attack.
Christian's defensive play was assisted by midfielder Kyle
Phillips, whose defensive play was a force all weekend.
_--'L.Ut::...J'
uroncos move(j on to start th,eir SatlU'day with a
tough 8-3 loss against Washington State University in the
morning.
/"
This didn't phase the Broncos who came bade in the
afternoon to teach Whitman College what Lacrosse was all
about, winDing the match 5-7.
The Broncos. rallied behind. the performances of Jake
-

..'

..'.

.

'

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.

OTHERS RECEIVING

DROPPED

M1TOBYSTANtEY~AR8fIER

v~

_~~~

Oregon

n

,

7-0
7-0
6-0
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-1
7-1
7-0
7-0

6-2
5-2

6-2
5-2
6-1

4-2
5-2

4-2
6-1

6-2
5-3

VOTES.

Bowling Green 89, Pittsburgh 79,
louisville 59, TexasTech 51,
Boise State 57, Miami
(OHIO) 46, Maryland 45, Oregon
Stata..43. Kansas State 3D,
Missouri 23, Mississippi 21, Air
Force 6, Georgia tech 5, Colorado
.State 3, Kansa~2, UCI.A~2. .
.Virginia 2,C1emson t;- /,

.•,lIteBroncolac.
i1)SS. 8t.8sm· .PhIC..I..I ~Jo.,·.lIrJb...
.1.thi.S w.,8e.k.end in. th...11 Gem State Lacr0l!fe Invitational in
Boln.
brought
- ' The
., -' tournament
'-'
- '. -,~~.
~''.~~-f'
'>,:*om
-, .' Utah :'end,-. the
:' -' NorthWest
','- -, ~ for II I'8gich\al, ihawdown;
.. - .",- .

~

Oklahoma (57)
Miami (6)
Virginia Tech
USC
Georgia
Washington State
Florida State .
Ohio State
LSU
Purdue
Nebraska
Michigan State
TCU
Ncrthem Illinois
Michigan
Iowa
Wisconsin
Texas
Oklahoma State
Arkansas
Auburn
Tennessee
Utah
Minnesota
Florida

2.

.

FROM RAN KINGS
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Gymnastics set for 'bash'C1&MEILDtJ
~~~~~~~:r"

"·il-flAII
o
IS-O,

Are you craving a Friday night without the kids?
Worried about the crazy holiday rush heading your
way? The Boise State Women's Gyrrmastics Team has
an answer for this Friday night. The Bronco Gyrrmastics
Bash will be filled with fun, as kids take to the air on Oct.
24, from 6-11pm.
Boise State assistant gymnastics coach Tina Bird said
this is a great opportunity for local kids.
. "We'll be doing all kinds of basic gymnastics with
the group. They'll probably have the most fun on
trampoline, or jumping into the foam pit," Bird said.
Anyyouthi. ages 3-14,is welcome to particlpate, with
or witho~t, P~.~~~'gyrrmastic~
experience. The event
will also irtclude pizZa, snacks, 'games, and prizes. Kids,
will stay in the. BSU gymnastics practice room the
entire time, although later-night activities will involve
less gymnastics.
The event is hosted by Bronco Gymnastics Express, '
a group dedicated to raising funds for the university
team.
Parents are asked to call beforehand to register, since
limited space is available. The cost is $20 per child, and
$15 for each additional sibling.
If you are starting to feel the stress of the holiday
season, or just need a night away, consider treating
yourself-and
your kids-to the Bronco Gymnastics
Bash,
Carla Chambers, a junior on the team, promises the
night will be a hit. _
"It's gonna be a great time!" Chambers said.
It's going to be a great for the kids, a very unique
opportunity. And it provides a well-deserved break for
the parents too - the best of both worldsl

Call Katy at 426.3867, for more information or to
register.

NO TRADING
Best

prices

FIISIII

on used gomes

in Boise

CA$H PAID FOR YOUR USED
Video

Games.

SONY -XBOX3 7- I &

Systems.

and DVDs

N I NTEN D O-S EGA

0 V E R L A If D

(on the corner

of Overland

nD•

& Latah)

Call
331-9700

20% OFF
Costume
Rental

.-'1
ARBITER FILE PHOlD

The Bronco Gymnastics Bash will be filled with fun, as kids take to the air on
Oct 24. from 6-11pm,

'Lacrosse
from page 6

PHOTQ BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE

ARBITER

Next weekend is the last practico for the Broncos for the fall. They
won't resume play until after Christmas break when they face
Oregon State at home.

,

Misner, and rookie midfielder
Dylan Martin,
Misner led the charge against
Whitman with spectacular play,
and Martin who showed his
teammates that he could come
through in the clutch by scoring
a couple of key goals. Wilson
said there were many strong
Indlvidual performances for the
Broncos this weekend,
"We
had
some
good
performers in the tournament.
Dan Bargholv in the midfield
had a really great weekend, Jake
Misner, Mac Christian, Kyle
Phillips and Dylan Martin also
stood out," Wilson said.
The end of the tournament
came with Utah State taking the
championship with an 8-6 win
over the University of utah.
It was a great weekend for
Utah teams, as the top three

finishers were from the Beehive
State, Utah Valley State College
rounded
out the top-spots
taking the third spot in the
tournament
Next weekend is the last
practice for the Broncos for the
fall, They won't resume play
until after Christmas break
when they face Oregon State at
home,
The Broncos are pleased
with this season and their
performance in the tournament.
As the season comes to a close,
Wilson looks back on this
weekend as a milestone for the
Bronco lacrosse program.
"It was great just seeing all of
the people there at the sidelines,
That was great, there were a
lot of high school kids there
attending. It was nice to see that
many spectators," Wilson said.

I
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You're invited to a TIAA-CREF
Financial Education Seminar
What you need to know about ...

TIAA-CREF- Your partner in building
a better financial future
See how T1AA-CREF can help you create and
implement a strategy for building your retirement
investments. You'll get step-by-step guidance on
making the most of your employer'S retirement
plan ... maximizing your contributions .... developing
investment goals, and allocating retirement assets.
Plus, see how TIAA-CREF can provide additional
financial education and services to help you
prepare for a more comfortable financial future,

Date:
Tuesday, October 28, 2002

Time:
6:00 pm • 8:00 pm

,

Place:
Boise State University, Student Union Building,
Jordan Ballroom Band C

RSVP:

Register on our website at
www.tia-a-cref.orglmoc or call Heather
Slayton at 1 800 842-2009, ext. 2645.

Managing money for people
with oth,:" things to think about."

RETIREMENT I !NSURANCE I MUTUAl FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIM-CREF Individual and Institutional Serviees, Inc, and Teacl1ersPersonalinveslllrs services, Inc_distribute securities products.
RIr more i1rtormatkm,tall (8711518·9161, for prospectuses, Read t~em carefully before Investing, e 2002 Teachers Insurance and
.!'Annuity Association.cOlI~ Retirement £quilies fund mM-CREf), 1sO Third Avenue. fWw York,NY10017
:-4l2.()OOl

.
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Bartenders In Demand
Jobs in Boise Area. Make
$100-$150 per shift. Call
1.800-bartend.(227-8363)

1995 Toyota Pickup 'Iruek
Swamper Tires, Sliding
rear window, with extras,
great cond .. $8500/0bo
Call Jamie@ 587-2901
1988 BMW 7351
Auto, CID, sunroof, Grey,
leather interior. $39001
obo. Call Brandon @
407-2139
1969 Mercedes 220D
Restored, great condition,
needs rnotoi. $300/0bo
338-7891
1964 Chevy Bel Air
$2500/0bo 713-8400

,I
Artists and animaters
wanted for unpaid pos.
for the develop. of a NFP
cartoon prog. Email;
mharwood@cableone.net

1995 Ford Taurus GL
White, ale, cld, 88k
miles, good condition.
$3100/0bo
Call 846-8428

1983 Mercedes Benz 240D
Great Fuel Mileage.
Looks sharp! $16oo/0BO
429-6696 or 863-9460
2000 Volkswagon Passat
80k miles, $II,OOO/obo.
Call 208-358-0200
2001 KLX 300R
Kawasaki Motorcycle
Like new, w/extras,
$2950 Call Kirk or Annie
at 322-5731 or 409-5731
Search homes for sale
@ AllIdahoHomes.eom
or call for a free list
371-2524. Josh Knight.
Prudential RE
20k below market value.
3 bdrm 2 1/2 bath. 1275
sq ft. Only 4 yes old.
794-0828

ASBSU provides'-

FREE ATTOR.NEY
CONSULTATIONS
:'
.426-1440.·
...

with a looal
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have, Inoludlng
dlvoroe/famJIy law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and dept
problems
personal II\lury and
Insuranoe
workmen's oompensatlon
olalms
DUI/orlm1nal

Join Alpha Xi Delta for
"Into the Streets". Meet
in front of INFO desk
Oct. 25 @ 8:30am or call
Katrina @ 602-3606
Party in Canada. Skiing
and snowboarding trip.
BSU invades Whistler.
Call James for more
information. 631-7878.

DILBERT
"

I

98 Honda Civic EX
Tinted windows, CD
player, power lock!
windows. $6499.
Joe 794-3754

Townhouse for sale. 3bdl
2.5 bath. 10 min walk
to BSU. Great rental or
family home. 363-0102

1993 Pontiac Grand Am
CD, Pwr. Locks, Alloy
wheels, AlC, $3,000/0bo.
Call 739-1604

Newer Mobile home,
3Bdrm! 2Bth, mtn views,
fenced yard, deck,
2/Carport. Financing
available. Gary 841-2143

1989 Ford F150
5 speed manual. Asking
$1250. Call Scott.
333-2579

Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99.
Call 866-7476

White 84 4-door Jetta
5 spd, Fuel inject. Great
for around town. $1,000
Call after 5pm @ 376-3785

King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476

1997 Dodge Neon Red
4-Dr. Clean, Runs Great,
New Breaks, AT, AC,
CD, 66k mi. $3300/0bo
Call 343-4516

Cherry sleigh bed. Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice

Daybed including
Mattress.$lOO/obo
703-0155
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail
$2450, sacrifice $899.
Call 888-1464
4 16" Phasse 2 rims, wI
2 profile tires. $300 208342-7393 Ask for Corey
2 Cerwin Vega V'30D
Club Speakers. Each
200W, 2-way wI 15 inch
woofers, Sohms. Excel.
condo $350 for the pair.
396-3918

mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.

Price Reduced!! I BDRM
on Broadway. View,
Parking, $395. 426-0089

l

Room for rent. Next to
BSUI Spacious Room,
Cablel Internet. $300/mo.
Call Andrew @ 284-5211
or Tim @ 867-3784

~ THE COMBINED

ENTITY

HAS PROVEN TO BE
SURPRISINGL'(
POPULAR
AT PARTIES.
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Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday
(Oct. 20)
This year, don't forget that you're
the brains of the operation.
Others
may seem like more dynamic leaders' but that's just a facade. They'll
get into trouble if you don't keep
them on track. To get the adva.'1tage,
check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Arics (Mareh21-April
19)
Today is a 9 - Those who were once
enemies could one day be good
friends. Stranger things have happened. But it may take a while, so be
patient.
.Thums (Aprl120-May20)
Today is a 6 • Working around the
house can be fun if you're not trying
to meet somebody
else's expectations. Trust your own judgment.
.Geminl.(May
21-June 21)
Today if! an 8 - Your dilemma is
finding a way to be in two places at
once. Your chances of success are
better than most people's. Trickery
may be required.

NEED MDNEV .
FOR COllEGE? .
lei III plIfbsdm, ....
~39~a)Ul

Rent to own
3BDRM 2 Bath, 1150
sq. ft., $800 794-0828
Located in SE Boise

• S776.00permandl
'1b1l1~S1OO/mo
• lO,t'QI5MbllDllls RqDd
--Plus: --Gelpid smoo bhlll8Vll1don1
permandllllll1imd ., h
WlaArmr.1tJibd Gurd
AIIdltlonal Signing Bonul
_
$3000 • SlOOO

Cancer (Junc 22- July 22)
Today is a 6 - It shouldn't be too
hard to bring in funds to cover your
recent expenses. Payoff old bills
beforc you incur new ones.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - The more you
discover, the more your curiosity
is aroused. Don't brag about your
knowledge yet. You still have a long
way to go.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - Part of your problem
could be that you've been getting
conflicting orders. You can't please
two different masters, so you'll have
to make a choice. Pick the one who
pays best.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - You can offer advice,
and you might even do it for free.
Don't try to fix somebody
else's
, problem, however. Trust them to do
it for themselves.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 • Somebody's
pointing
out all the reasons why you c~'t
have what you want. This is a fabu~
)pus motivator for you. Take not~s.

.M"·.'''liw,••

Use for a down payment
. or closing cost. Prudential
Jensen RE. Call Josh
371-2524

while

you

student,

are

2lbd l/ba Historic
House. 1802 Euclid Ave.
Garage, fed. Yard. Close
to Manitou park & BSU.

HA HAl DO THE TRICK
WITH THE DIRTI

.
~

L-...IlliililL.l..JJ--Jiot.....IDlW

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dcc. 21)
Today is an 8 - There's a positive connection
between love and
money. That connection
helps you
decide whether to be here or there.
(Be here.)
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Today is a 5 - It may look like you
have plenty, but you know it's not
enough. You want to provide for
your loved ones and friends.
Aquarius
(Jan.20-Fcb.18)
Today is a 6 - Tried and true methods give you a solid foundation,
but
innovation
is required. Don't worry:
You'll corne up with something
good. You always do.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - If the problemyou're
facing is too hard to compute, call in
an expert who likes to do this sort of
thing. You could go to the beach •

(c) 2003,TIUBUNEMFDIASERVI<::ffiINC.
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Career
or

Internships?

Write your own check.
Sales positions open.
Local company, great
atmosphere. FIT, PIT, will
train. Phone 376-1024
. Auditioning Go-Go
Dancers, please apply in
pcrson., Tues-Fri. After
2pm. @ China Blue. 100
S. 6th Sl. Boise
Gymnastics instructors
needed for Bronco'
Gymnastics Express.
Some experience
preferred. Call 426-3867

We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.

Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-2933985 ext 223
Movie ExtraslModels
Needed. No Exp. rcq., all
looks and ages. Earn up
to $100-500 a day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. 435

• $12 Gur. Blse-AppL
• Customer sales/service
• NotolomarketinD
ordoorto doorsales
• PTIfTpositions available
• Great resumeexperience
• flexible schedule
• Internships
& Scbolarships possible
• NoBlperience necessary

LookingJor Jobs

863-3516 or373-7218

Entertainrneut I Music
- Jump-Start Your
Career By Promoting
projects such as311,
Coldplay, Nelly Furtado,
Ataris & Chcvelle.
Internships available
with Hi Frequency Music
Marketing www.strcetfreq.com!repapp or fax
resume to 732.545.6005

FREE gift money for

Knight@

youllMl

Colleue Benefltllnclude:

If2w

...........

C. Black

+

Clean Responsible
outdoors person to share
a 3bdrm!1.5 bench home.
No Dogs. $300 + 1/3
Util. 426-0332

!i

.......

STUDENT WORK

BroncoJobs

Opportunities,

$760/mo.342-1928

~
~

)

Home Health Care Agcy
Seeking Companions,
NA's & CNA's.
Competitive wages &
flexible Schedules. Apply
@ 877 N. Liberty Ste.,
205 Boise, ID 83704 or
call (208) 376-7156

wanted
to live with F in 2BR
House. 6 Blks to J3SU,
Ale, wId, parking, $300
1/2 Util. 333-9701

qualified home buyers.
Share 3bdrm!2ba in W
Boise, wId, ale, fenced
yard, partially fum. $3751
mo. Includes Uti I.
484-2159 No Smkg

i IS A CYBORG THAT

t"

MIF Roommate

Attn Music 100 students.
LISTEN 4th edition 6 CD
set. $20, 794-0828

866-7476

MY TUNNEL- DIGGING
PROTOTYPE ESCAPED
THE LAB AND BURROWED
INTO A PICK NICKER
IN PERTH, AUSTRALIA.

Be A Bartender
Hands on training in.
Boise. Must be 18 or
older. Earn $15-$30/hr.
1-2 week program, job
placement assistance,
flexible bra. Get certified!
Call 1-800-333- TIPS
(8477)

Brand New Snowbollrd
Bindings & Boots. Must
Selll! Sacrifice $200. Call
for details. 866-3020

$295. Call 888-1464
Queen pillow top

1994 NISSAN SE
V6 4X4. Clean, awesome
Truck, new tires, II0k .
miles. $6500 obo. Call
Mike @ 336-1254 or
447-9773

5-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $1450, sacrifice
$395. Call 888-1464

Couple seeks live-in
college stud. To assist
II yr. old 1-2 hrs/day wI
homework. Occasional
traspor., It. housekeeping
& some cooking. Duties
exchanged for room!
board. Days: 890-7778 or
eves: 338-1608

Arbiter clas!,ified advertisments are free to students.
.To place an ad ca.U 345-8204 x100 or come to the
office at 1605 University Drive (across from the'S.U.B)

Fraternities - Sororities,
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $100(}~$2000this
semester With proven
campus fundraiser. 3hr
fundraising event. Our
free programs makes
fundralslng easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates
are filling lip quickly, so
get with the program!lt
works. Contact Campus
Fundraiser at (888) 9233238,orvisitww.campusf
undraiser.com
$550 WEEKLY INCOME
possible Mailing Sales
Brochures from home.
No experience necessary.
Supplies provided,
including customer
mailing labels. Call
1-630-306-4700(24hrs)

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• Paid Iralnlng
• Casual Environment
• Flexible Schedule

$8.001 hour
Please call for
more information

658·4888

Do YOU have the desire
10~P
to
selling the hippest product
@ Doise Towne Square'?

$25/hr .

Must be .confidcnt,
<aggressive.
.good Ilt engaging
customers.
Flexible hours available
November through January.
Commission with a
guaranteed hourly.

Call'Brian@

871-1314

Crossword
ACROSS
Immoral deed
Welsh dish
Bitingly cold
Mine output
Oblivious
Time period
Exactly opposite
Broadcast
Regarding
Pen fill
Sandler or
West
23 Meteors
28 Carry a tune
29 Causing
discomfort
32 Truthful
35 Cash for small
expenses
36 Ulan-_, Russia
37 Phoenix eager
38 Highlands hat
39 Power unit
43 Vine-shaded
spots
46 Proportionately
47 Caspian feeder
48 Brownstone,
perhaps
53 Carrie in "Star
Wars"
55 Med. scan
56 Spoken
57 Zsa Zsa's sister
58 Queens'
diamond
62 Real profit
63 Protestant
ministers
64 Hubbub
65 Loneliest
number
66 Concurs
67 That guy's

1
4
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22

DOWN
Soft drinks
_setter
Groovy
Wish undone
Porch raider
Full of
eagerness
7 Adlai's middle
name
8 Certain ball
rotation
9 A Gershwin

ltl2003 Tribune Media services.
All rights reserved.

1
2
3
4
5
6

.

10 Part of GTE
11 Finds hidden
meanings
within.
12 Opera highlight
13 Heat up
18 Elk relative
22 River of Pisa
24 "My country _
of thee .. :'
25 Bank payt.
26 Light brown
27 Set sights
30 Get closer
31 Athletic facilities
32 Camelback
33 Polish-German
border river
34 Try to reach an
agreement
35 _ up your
dukesl
37 Fumbles for
words
4() Neighborhood
41 Pale
42 Got a bite
43 Gallery draw

10/20/03

Inc.

Solutions

44
45
47
49
50
51
52

Stadium cheer
Dracula's drink
Concord
Delete
Heep of Dickens
Riyadh resident
Lincoln and

Yot>a-M~.Y, '1Dtlf:(..- ATJEY.
Y01>~l--~-

WHO!

.

53
54
58
59
60
61

Zumwalt
Comic Jay
Tied
Health retreat
Embodies
Blasting letters
Nincompoop

